Service Update:
May 1, 2015

Service Update – Key Topics
 Service performance improvements
 Resource additions
 Major infrastructure project updates
 Customer Advisory Council
 Forward looking items
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Operating performance improving as spring weather and
additional resources ease constraints
On-Time Originations
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49%
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Right Car Right Train
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Train Velocity
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Wk 12
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* Week 17 ended Friday, April 24th
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Locomotive and crew resources driving improved service
YTD T&E Active Headcount Additions
63

673

11,331

—

(62)

(242)
+1,281
Trainees
January
Start

11,763

Net
New
Engineer
Other
April End
Attrition Conductors Training Returns to
Impact
Active

48

25

26

80

4,120

January Rebuilds /
New
Leases
Start
Repairs Purchases

 T&E training pipeline continues to be
robust to offset future attrition
 Locomotive power added through
repairs, leases, and new units
—

179 active locomotives
added since the start of 2015
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After attrition, the active T&E crew base has
grown by 432 or 4% since the start of 2015

+1,235
Trainees

YTD Active Locomotive Additions
3,941

 CSX has qualified 673 new
conductors since the start of the year

Other*

April End

* Includes changes in CSX locomotives on foreign lines, and
foreign locomotives on the CSX network

CSX will take delivery of 200 new high-horsepower
road units throughout 2015, and 100 more in 2016

 CSX will adjust active locomotives and
crews to balance service and operating
efficiency

Casky Yard will improve fluidity on the western portion of
the CSX network
Illinois Basin Traffic Flows



Many southern utilities are
shifting the source of their coal to
the Illinois Basin from Central
Appalachia



CSX is spending approximately
$100M to build Casky Yard to
handle the coal source shift
—


IL Basin Mines
IL Basin Customers
Casky Yard Site
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Also provides a staging point for
grain trains

Located in SW Kentucky, Casky
Yard is expected to be in service
in late spring to early summer

CSX to begin construction on the Virginia Avenue Tunnel


The Virginia Avenue Tunnel (VAT) in
Washington, D.C. is a crucial element in
CSX’s East Coast rail network
—



CSX is investing over $150M in a publicprivate partnership to complete the tunnel
—




The VAT replaces the current single track,
single stack tunnel with a modern doubletrack, double stack, two-tunnel structure
—
—
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The current tunnel is over 110 years old and
needs to be replaced to meet the growing
demands of the American economy
The new tunnel will facilitate double-stacked
intermodal growth and improve both service
and efficiency on the I-95 corridor

The tunnel is also a major component of
CSX’s National Gateway Initiative

The new tunnel will eliminate a bottleneck
in the D.C. region’s rail network

Project will help CSX better serve
customers while reducing rail and highway
congestion in D.C. and surrounding areas
—
—

Improves the environment through greater
fuel efficiency
Positions the D.C. area and the nation for
economic growth

Customer Advisory Council


Established in 2011, CSX engages customers on the Council twice a
year to discuss issues facing the economy and the rail industry, and
opportunities to improve the CSX customer experience



Originally focused on the merchandise carload business, CSX expanded
the Council in April 2015 to include unit train customers as well



The Customer Advisory Council enables CSX to:
—
—
—
—
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Focus on the things that matter most to its customers
Implement new tools, functionality and policies that drive better customer
service
Understand customer-specific and network-wide issues
Establish a customer-focused culture and increase customer satisfaction

Forward looking items CSX will be monitoring…

High-Hazard
Flammable
Trains

Volume
Outlook

West Coast
Intermodal
Backlog
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 CSX has implemented additional measures to support the safe
transportation of Class III flammable commodities, according to the U.S.
DOT’s recent Emergency Order No. 30
 On 5/1/15, the U.S. DOT announced new operating and equipment
safety rules for High-Hazard Flammable Trains
 CSX is currently evaluating the operational impact of the new rules
 As discussed in CSX’s Q1 earning release, the overall volume outlook for
the second quarter is mixed
 Broad based growth in frozen foods, construction materials, successful
modal conversions, and year-over-year growth with existing intermodal
customers drive volumes, while domestic and export coal remain soft

 Monitoring impact of West Coast labor resolution on intermodal volumes
 U.S. Intermodal volume hit the second-highest point ever in the week
ending April 18

Forward-Looking Statements
This information and other statements by the company may contain forward-looking statements within the meaning of
the Private Securities Litigation Reform Act with respect to, among other items: projections and estimates of earnings,
revenues, margins, volumes, rates, cost-savings, expenses, taxes, liquidity, capital expenditures, dividends, share
repurchases or other financial items, statements of management’s plans, strategies and objectives for future
operations, and management’s expectations as to future performance and operations and the time by which objectives
will be achieved, statements concerning proposed new services, and statements regarding future economic, industry or
market conditions or performance. Forward-looking statements are typically identified by words or phrases such as
“will,” “should,” “believe,” “expect,” “anticipate,” “project,” “estimate,” “preliminary” and similar expressions. Forwardlooking statements speak only as of the date they are made, and the company undertakes no obligation to update or
revise any forward-looking statement. If the company updates any forward-looking statement, no inference should be
drawn that the company will make additional updates with respect to that statement or any other forward-looking
statements.
Forward-looking statements are subject to a number of risks and uncertainties, and actual performance or results could
differ materially from that anticipated by any forward-looking statements. Factors that may cause actual results to differ
materially from those contemplated by any forward-looking statements include, among others; (i) the company’s
success in implementing its financial and operational initiatives; (ii) changes in domestic or international economic,
political or business conditions, including those affecting the transportation industry (such as the impact of industry
competition, conditions, performance and consolidation); (iii) legislative or regulatory changes; (iv) the inherent
business risks associated with safety and security; (v) the outcome of claims and litigation involving or affecting the
company; (vi) natural events such as severe weather conditions or pandemic health crises; and (vii) the inherent
uncertainty associated with projecting economic and business conditions.
Other important assumptions and factors that could cause actual results to differ materially from those in the forwardlooking statements are specified in the company’s SEC reports, accessible on the SEC’s website at www.sec.gov and
the company’s website at www.csx.com.
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